
Saem's Blog presents 'What is 
Blogging?'  

 
 

 
 

Salutations 

Hey there again. So good to have you here again! 
Hope this finds you well.  

 
Today, we're picking up from our last document where we highlighted 6 key steps towards realising your 
blog as an actual website that will be up and running soon. We were able to share successfully on the first 
three points. Today, we aim to cover the rest of the 3 points in 2 parts. I'll touch a tad bit more on the last 
document's point #3 before we get to today's business. Shall we get to it? Let's start of by labeling this as 
point 3 (b): 
 

https://samsparking.files.wordpress.com/2019/05/saems-blog-presents-what-is-blogging-pt2.pdf


 

3(b). Type of Website 

 
 
Just to guide you on choosing the right website for your upcoming blog. As we earlier mentioned, we are 
privileged in this time and age to have variety when it comes to choice. So many good options to choose 
from. The apparent assumption, since you are a beginner at this, is that your preferred choice when it comes 
to paid or free is the latter option. Even if presented with the means and capacity to sustain yourself on the 
paid platforms, I'd highly advise that you go for the free versions. They are the "downtown streets" you need 
to know all about before taking the bus to the "city".  

 
So, is it a must to start off with free versions then proceed to the paid versions afterwards?  
No, it isn't. But understand that they are there for a reason.  

For example, many public charging-for-services-rendered platforms like Apple Music or Netflix offer a free 
trial period. Why so? For you to:  

1) Understand what the platform is all about  

2) Judge the services to your liking 

3) Be enticed to pay for the services {let's be honest here, it's all business}.  

 



Since the goal in blogging is not for you to splash all your money at first glance, then we need to wisely 
navigate through what you actually need from the blogging platform before 'they' come claiming to show you 
'what you really need', as a good business person normally would. It's a pretty thin line, but we have to define 
it.  

Below are some key, listed-down pointers you should look for when searching for a good website host. 
We've also enlisted some questions along to help you out with the thorough sieving through of any options at 
your disposal: 

1. Ease of access (As a reader, can I get through to your posts without going through too much content, 
adverts in that website? Is there more white space than graphics? Is the website host able to be 
customised, through SEO, to improve accessibility to my potential market on Google? Does it support 
titles, topic headlines, tags, categories? Maximum length of the titles? Can I link my posts?)  

2. Display options (Is the website host able to be viewed on many devices eg iOS, Windows, Android, 
Linux OS, Windows PC OS? Is the look of the website on a PC affected drastically when I instead 
view it on a mobile phone? Does the website host have themes I can use to change the look of my 
website when it goes live? Can I add a picture, video, GIF to a page or post without affecting the 
visibility/readability of the content of the page or post?) 
 

3. General aesthetic appearance (Are the website host's themes appeasing to the eye? Are they 
supportive of adding beautiful, HD pictures as background images or graphics like videos, GIFs as 
header content? {For reference, look up the Wordpress theme Twenty Seventeen, which employs the 
latter, a beautiful characteristic, into its features}) 
 

4. Ability to customise (Can one easily customise features in the website/blog? Can one add widgets like 
how many people have visited my website, calendar of upcoming blog posts, gravatar images of 
other blogs I follow, a poll? Can one make these changes with ease, or is it a process in itself?) 
 

5. Ads (PS: Expect ads in your blog. Having opted for a free website hosting option, ads are what make 
the platform run monetarily.) 
 

6. Ease of sharing to social platforms (Does the platform support directly linked widget icons of social 
media platforms like Facebook, Instagram and even Whatsapp? Can I embed social media content 
onto the website easily eg Instagram photos, Tweets from Twitter, Facebook page scroll etc.? Can it 
integrate with other blogging platforms in the event that sharing/reposting content across platforms is 
required?) 
 

Basically, these are just but a few pointers… Yes, but they are resourceful pointers and are sure to be helpful 
in your quest for the best website hosting service provider you can find. 

Did you encounter any jargon in the questions? Don't worry. As you do your research, you are sure to get 
assimilated to these and more.  
Have any questions, recommendations about the first 3 points? Send them here 
 
Onwards to the last 3… 

https://form.myjotform.com/83526478690570


 
 

4. Pre-launch Design and Publicity 

 
 
We have already selected the type of website hosting platform we are going to use. Now we are inching 
closer to having that blog go live. But, we're not yet ready for that. At least not before going through the 
following process of pre-launch design and publicity. 
 
PS: You need to note that each of the two are broad topics in themselves. Covering them as need demands 
will go beyond the brief nature these documents were poised to be (writing books isn't a discipline I've 
gained yet� Lol). Still, justice will be carried out and they will be adequately covered here. So, don't feel 
short changed yet, hehe. Let's delve: 
 
As a form of art, writing will require of you not only to give top-notch literacy skills in your wording, but 
also arrange how those words, phrases, paragraphs and titles will appear such that reading the already literary 
masterpiece is also appealing to the eyes. The reader will not make these demands vividly, but a keen blogger 
will read the signs before the volcano, that is desertion, erupts. What signs? These signs are what the reader 
is communicating even before he communicates them. It requires one putting themselves in the shoes (or on 
the seat) of the reader and asking, "What do I need from this site I am now reading?" and also "What do I 
need to give to help this blog become better?" which is feedback, but now is coming from you. It requires of 
you playing both roles of reader and writer effectively so as to realise the dents you would not have otherwise 
seen by "just sitting inside your car". 
 



Reading the signs is one thing. Applying what you have learnt from the signs is something else altogether. 
How do I now gain fully from what I have learnt? One of the more practical ways to apply what we have 
learnt from our research, with immediate physical results, is design. How we design our website and how its 
aesthetic value is gauged by the reader will highly influence their interaction with the blog's content and 
general experience on the blog. It is a beautiful process but one that requires all factors considered. The 
question in design is, "What do you want?". Of course, this question is not blindly asked. That's why I have 
chosen to specifically ask it after you have done your due research and now know what you want as both a 
reader and a writer/designer of the blog's content.  
 
When you answer the question, "What do you want?", you have already laid out the blueprint for the website 
you will build. For example, with Saem's Blog, it was clear that what I wanted was a platform to share my 
experiences and what God's Word said about them, to young individuals like me. So, it would require a page 
dedicated to posts on my experiences as a young man. It would require that youthful feel, so the theme had to 
be worked on. I wanted gospel music to be the influence in the blog as it also had been in my life, so the blog 
had to support audio or video formats of music from various platforms, including ones I'd create one day. 
Knowing what I wanted gave me an easy time in determining what I wanted to see on the blog. Slowly, as I 
researched, I came to know of hacks that I could use to make what was in my head appear on my blog. When 
this is realised, of course over a discourse of time, it is such a relaxing feeling. But how much more relaxing 
is that feeling when all you have done is to glorify God in your work? Aim for that! 
 
So,  
What are the practical points you can use to approach your blog's design before launching it? 
 
Find them in the 2nd part of this particular document as we also continue to cover the final 3 points. Stay 
tuned. 
 

 

 



 
 
Thank you for reading through our 3rd such document. We really appreciate it. At the end of the series, we 
will make all documents available in one place.  
 
You can share your feedback with us. Feel free to ask questions, give insight or make observations. DM or 
write to us via email on: saemsblog@gmail.com 
 
We'll respond to your questions, suggestions, recommendations or comments accordingly and aptly. 
 
To visit our website for reference and more, click here >> https://samsparking.wordpress.com 
 

 
Yours truly,  
 
Saem's Blog Team 
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